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“Papoose Canyon: A Case Study of Reentry Economics for Mature and Abandoned Fields”

Abstract
Since 1970, oil and natural gas have been commercially produced from the Desert Creek, Ismay,
and Honaker Trail formations of Papoose Canyon Field, located in Dolores County, Colorado.
Many of the wells drilled during the early life of the field were shut-in when oil commodity
prices declined to historic lows during the 1980s with hopes of reactivating them as prices
recovered. During that time, though, many of the operators in the region either went bankrupt
or merged with larger operators, and many of the shut-in wells were never reactivated. A
second round of wells, drilled during the 1990s, had commercial production of both oil and
natural gas but were prematurely shut-in during the subsequent downturns in prices at the turn
of the century.
A 2005 U.S. Department of Energy study concluded that the Papoose Canyon field was nearly
depleted. However, new technologies, such as directional and horizontal drilling paired with
hydraulic fracturing, have led to the rejuvenation of numerous mature oil and gas fields. These
new technologies are especially suited to stacked reservoirs such as those in Papoose Canyon
field. In light of the trend of renewed production in older fields, this study will investigate the
economic variables associated with commercially viable reentry and production of the existing
and infill wells in the field, and determine the necessary oil and natural gas prices required for
selected economic hurdles. A decision tree model will be presented to aid in adapting this case
study as a basis for reentering similar mature and abandoned fields.
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